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Emmarie Paxton 
 

Bio: Emmarie lives on the riverfront in Missoula Montana where she is currently a 
student. When she is not in school or writing, she spends her time scheming ways to 
explore new forms of creativity, from randomly learning how to knit, to playing with a 
really old film camera. 

 

2009: Juneau Ct.  
 
Sun seeps into the varnish, cracking. 

one heart beats again as pressure lines  

from heavy edges skirt my palms.  

Calluses rooted and round headed in the flats of my hands like yarrow  

feathered in the grass.  

 
I thought 

maybe  

if I stayed motionless, ash would coat my lips. 

But isn't this brittle rock? 

Inside your mouth geodes split purple.  

Slipping from your teeth like tarnished keys.  

These words tugging at your lips like wind chimes,  

reflecting the light of the morning sun.  
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FOLLOWING THE SESSION IN WHICH MY THERAPIST SUGGESTED 

RED PEN WOULD COULD BE AN ADEQUATE SUBSTITUTE FOR A 

BLADE AS IF INK POISONING COULD CURE DEPRESSION AND “ I 

LOVE YOU” COULD FIX EVERYTHING 

 
In the yellow light running through  

parking lot chain link 

she is parked waiting for me to be done with therapy, 

where I can get some help.  

“Why would you do this to yourself?” 

Mom wants to dig in it and understand this harm, but 

I want to talk about the Benson's farm,  

how I remember rows of sagging tomato plants. 

But instead I tell her  

please don't feel guilty. 

I’m good at this.  

I can’t count the hours spent pounding wooden stakes into soil, 

tying up these plants to protect heavy fruit. 

 
Mom drives silent, but her hands still shake.  

In the corner of the green house  

a monarch flies against the clear plastic, 

wings scratching against it barely noticeable like  

eyelashes.  

She won’t know what this means, 

but the monarch doesn't understand the concept of a greenhouse.  
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What it feels like to be trapped in a structure built for safety.  

I give up explaining, picturing rows of sagging tomato plants,  

red blood pushing through peeled skin. 

“I love you” Mom says  

The monarch continues to crash into plastic.  

Mom waits for a response.  

Someone told me butterflies were stems 

of dead children.  

 

I know I cannot change this.  

The monarch is still stuck. 

Many dead butterflies reside here,  

their hollow exoskeletons littering  

the wooden shelves, wings stiff  

But I still can't tell her why I do this to myself. 

 
Mom cries, says I don’t trust her, 

but what if I told her  

you can't grab a butterfly and  

move it to safety 

without crushing wings too scratched for flight. 

So I say “I love you too.” 
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Stink bugs in october  
 
Stink bugs lay on the faded green siding 

their winds flick like flaking paint as I search for my house key.  

I know the gutters above me are greasy with  

rotting leaves and last night’s rain. 

Shadows sweep the porch,  

a turkey vulture drifts the hot air eyeing fish where  

dark silt collects, leaving the bank ventral slick.  

My skin lays cold as I watch the sun crawl from window onto my furniture  

I wonder if you used to wake up to this   

 
 

Vermillion  
 
South Dakota speaks but you twist the gold ring on your pointer finger  

saying nothing, 

because you know what the black hills look like--  

the dull rocks jutting from thick forests. 

Your grandmother told you they are swollen spines of whales, laid horizontal, 

dry bones reaching for winter sky.  

keep driving 

 
The breeze makes crisp leaves on dead corn stock crackle.  

Just past the ditch harboring old plastic, dark birds sit on a power line  

waiting for you to pass, 

so they can continue to squawk, haggling  

for leftover harvest corn in the soil.  

Smeared bugs leave a yellow resin on your windshield and  
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everything around you is flat or dead. 

Here you know better than to mistake headlights for fireflies. 

In South Dakota it will take five whole minutes before you cross paths, 

you guess the car is silver,  

but you were moving too fast. 

 
A scramble of emerald and rust runs from the field 

and a hollow thud echos in your head, 

feathers bursting in replay. 

Despite being told to never brake or swerve  

you press the brakes to save the bird. 

Stiffened feathers shake in your hand and  

dirt spills into a shallow hole. 

You set down a heavy stone.   

You had never even seen a pheasant before this.  

 
South Dakota has one of the largest petrified wood parks  

where resilient trees are reduced to rubble, 

no longer powerful pillars, now just fragments  

scattered on the red clay dirt. 

These trees were buried like the hollow bones of birds, 

packed so tightly with sediment  

oxygen could not reach them.  

They were not permitted to decay.  

So they replaced their organic material with minerals, 

became solid. 
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In South Dakota you would travel west   

to the Badlands,   

where South Dakota sun crashes into the  

orange and white layered rock, making summers you spent,   

sleeping on a spare mattress in the backyard.  

Hoping for shooting stars and fireflies, but 

only waking up for the birds.   

 
As tires pressed pebbles into tar, 

you saw it, but this time you didn’t swerve.  

Because,  

I don't trust myself to stay balanced in the road, and 

I can't make myself slow down-- search for the right stone to rest on top. 

I don't like digging holes. 

Sometimes leaving is harder than staying still. 

Keep driving,  

Keep driving. 

 
 

  


